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5.1 Summary

Exposure based on previous chapters, it can be concluded as follows:
1. This application can be used by that is on NPIC, especially all students and lectures.
2. Admin managing everything in this application start from add the data, managing the data and maintenance.
3. Lecture can used admin site to see a attendance reports.

5.2 Conclusion

5.2.1 Strong Points

Advantage of this application is:
1. This prototype system can make it easier for students to do attendance and can make it easier to lecture because the data will be structured.
2. No need to throw a paper to make a attendance list and make it environmentally friendly.

5.2.2 Weak Point

1. Because this system is prototype therefore this system is not perfect.
2. In this prototype system, the security system is rudimentary

5.3 Recommendation

I’m recognize that this paper and the prototype system created by me have not been able to go beyond the capabilities of other applications. I’m try to this prototype system as a learning and hopefully it can be useful.

In this prototype system also can not apply fingerprint, because the use of QRcode to attend attendance has represented the system for attendance. the use of fingerprint for attendance is also felt to be ineffective to be applied. because if fingerprint is applied in this
system, if there are students who are not in class they can use fingerprint (as a cunning way) to attend attendance wherever and whenever.

End with humility, I hope to provide constructive criticism and suggestions for the development of this application.